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And the Spirit immediately drove him out into the wilderness. !
Last week we turned on the TV and caught Bear Grylls in Man vs Wild and tackling the wilderness of the 
lower South Island heading over the Alps to the West Coast. Of course it was all heightened for the sake of 
reality TV needs, but underlying the programme is the understanding that when all is said and done going 
out into the wilderness is a challenge, is dangerous and that we must conquer not only our inner fears and 
concerns for our personal safety but that we must conquer the wilderness as well. It fits very much into the 
mythology of New Zealand. We took a wild place and tamed it. The whole “Man Alone” portrait of how 
we have come into this land is very important to pakeha male culture, even those who have grown up in 
cities tend to share this view, though that is starting to change. !
The underlying theme of this years Creation series of readings is the Spirit in creation, and in Jesus we see a 
different approach to the wilderness. In fact the wilderness functions differently in the lives of Jesus, John 
and the prophets. It is not a place to tame but almost a place where one goes to be tamed by the Spirit. I 
think there is a parallel in the journey into the wilderness of the earth with a similar journey into the 
wilderness of the soul. !
Before we explore that parallel though I want to reflect on the story of Jesus and how the gospel writers 
portray his interactions in the wilderness. As we go we need to remember the start for the mission of Jesus 
which was the ministry of John the baptiser. That also happened in the wilderness as well. John lived a 
hermit style life it seems, pointing to a prophetic ministry, one where the Spirit of God drives him along. 
The crowds came out to see and hear him, to hear his proclamation of baptism of repentance. A powerful 
image, and one the gospel writers use to good effect as they use John to point to the coming one, identified 
as Jesus. So the wilderness in the gospels has a role in drawing people out of their comfortable lives and 
prepared for change. !
Then comes Jesus and in the first presentation in Mark’s gospel, after his baptism where the Spirit descends 
on him like a dove, we find that same peaceful image now turns into a powerful driving force that sends 
Jesus into the wilderness. Here is where Jesus connects with creation and with God, where he establishes his 
identity before God. Mark it is who says he was with the wild beasts. There is no sense of being in the 
wilderness against it or those who lived there. In the same breath Mark says the angels ministered to Jesus. 
That is something that happened over the whole time of Mark’s version of this story. There is a clear 
understanding that that service, that ministering was preparing body and soul for what was to come. The 
time of tempting by Satan, the power of death, was important but throughout the experience Jesus was 
sustained by what was already there in the wilderness. !
The next encounter Jesus has in the wilderness is when he goes to withdraw and the crowds follow him. It 
becomes the setting for healing and feeding. Here the sick come for the healing touch of God’s Spirit 
through Jesus, and here they receive sustenance for their journey back to their towns and cities. It is in this 
setting too that Jesus is able to move further into the wilderness to pray and be with God. There in the 
wilderness he finds himself and readies himself for what comes next. !
The last journey into the wilderness is that of the journey to the high mountain and the experience of 
transfiguration. That one is not alone as he had the four disciples with him. Nevertheless it is still a place of 
testing and of revelation both for Jesus and the disciples. !



When we consider our own faith journey we can draw from these episodes as well and make parallels 
between the gospel story and our own. Where and how does the Spirit take us into the wilderness in our 
own soul? As I ask that question I’m aware that the language may seem strange for some. Isn’t the soul that 
place within where we have a sense of ourselves, a place where we can meet God within? I’m drawing from 
the traditions of the Christian mystics who understand that while the soul maybe the smallest and most 
secret of places, it is also as large as the universe itself. We variously picture it in terms of a home we 
inhabit, a garden we live in, a place where our relationships are able to be held safely. Yet in those pictures 
that we can hold in our mind’s eye, we can already see that those are bounded images – so in our souls what 
lies outside the house, beyond the garden, away from the safe place? !
When we consider the possibility of the wilderness it points us to those places within that we don’t 
necessarily want to explore, yet we know they are there. Maurice Sendak's wonderful little book “Where the 
Wild Things Are?” is an exploration of that from a child’s perspective. When we go out into the wildness 
can we like Jesus allow ourselves to be nurtured by the wild things and by the angels within, to be held 
while we come face to face with who we are? Once we start down that path we suddenly understand that a 
wilderness is not there to be conquered. One doesn’t conquer a soul as if it is a mountain to be climbed, a 
desert to be crossed, a depth to be plumbed just because it is there. Or, in searching for the healer, in going 
to meet the Christ within, we might now understand that there is some healing and feeding at the spiritual 
level whereby our souls supply a new sense of being. “Christ be within me” sings the song. Is Christ only in 
the comfortable spots where we can get along just fine, or is there a place where the Christ within 
challenges and confronts us with who we are in the light of God’s love? !
In the lead up to the verses from Romans read today Paul writes “…all who are led by the Spirit are 
children of God.” And again “he who raised Christ from the dead will give life to your mortal bodies also 
through the Spirit that dwells in you.” This Spirit is the same one Paul recognises as being in creation itself, 
creation that is groaning in labour pains – an image that says the whole of creation including ourselves is 
moving towards completion, perfection. When Paul talks of the Spirit there is a clear image of almost 
unbridled power, or wildness that cannot be controlled by anything we may do. !
You see there are three parties groaning in Romans 8: humans, creation and the Spirit. This groaning 
reflects not only the suffering of creation but also the birth pangs of hope for a new creation. The Spirit is 
the connection we must cultivate with Christ to help us hear the groaning all around us. The biblical 
prophets were, and today many indigenous peoples are, sensitive to the cries of the land-including the 
wilderness. Because of our alienation from Earth, we Westerners tend to be deaf to these cries. Reflecting 
the empathy of Christ for all in pain, we are called to listen with ears of faith to the voices of creation 
suffering around us. !
Reading the gospel in a the context of creation leads us beyond personal liberation from sin to the 
liberation and rebirth of creation. There is good news also for creation. According to this message, creation 
will not be destroyed but liberated and renewed through Christ. The unspoiled wilderness may be a symbol 
of hope for that restoration. Our response to that is important. Each of us in our own way might well look 
for ways in which we can help preserve our wilderness spaces for understood in the light of the Gospel they 
act as a symbol that challenges humankind's assumption we can trample unfettered upon all the earth.  !
Because we have the Spirit within us we have the capacity to hear the suffering of creation and join in her 
groaning. One of the gifts of the Spirit then is our capacity to empathise with the Earth, to groan with 
creation. While Paul is apparently writing “spiritually” here he talks of the ‘redemption of our bodies.’ So 
the whole physical world, including our bodies is part of this programme of God to liberate creation and 
restore life, life in all its fullness. Jesus came out of his wilderness charged with the Spirit of God. We too 
might find ourselves similarly charged as we visit both the physical wildernesses around the country and the 
wilderness within the soul. !
The Spirit of Jesus is among us. Breathe that Spirit.


